Item Number: DD804

**PRO-10G Cell Phone and GPS Bug Detector**
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**Product Overview:**

The PRO-10G is the complete detection device for finding hidden GPS units on a vehicle and for anyone concerned with being watched or listened to. It will detect and locate ALL bugging transmitting devices within a range of up to 35-40 feet and will detect surveillance used for major wireless eavesdropping as well as, Cell Phone 3G/4G, Bluetooth and Wifi. The Pro-10G is equipped with up to 10GHZ RF detection.

**Product Features:**

- Detects all GSM Bugs including Baby-Monitors/GSM Alarm/GSM Bugs
- Detects all Cellular GSM/GPRS/EDGE/3G/4G Video Cameras & Listening Bugs
- Detection Frequencies: GSM 880-915MHz, CDMA 824-849MHz, WCDMA (1920-1980MHz), and DCS (1710-1785MHz)
- Detects Transmitting Spy Phones
- Detects GPS Trackers while Transmitting
Detects Bluetooth Active Bugging Devices
Detects Spy Phones with Active Bluetooth/Wi-Fi
Ultra Sensitive will detect signals from up to 40 feet
Features 10 bar strength display

Product Specs:

- Radio Frequency Response 10MHz ~ 10GHz
- Analog, Digital, WiFi, Cellular GSM/GPRS/EDGE/3G/4G signals all will set off alarms.
- Detection Frequencies: GSM 880-915MHz, CDMA 824-849MHz, WCDMA (1920-1980MHz), and DCS (1710-1785MHz)
- Digital ‘Burst’ Signal Detect for all GSM/3G/4G Trackers/SMS(Text) detection
- **Detects:**
  - Series and Parallel transmitters
  - Transmitting GPS trackers (only when GPS device is transmitting signal location)
- **Prevents:**
  - Wire telephone tapping
  - Laser tapping using a white noise generator
  - Recordings of a voice recorder, tape, digital and parabolic reflector using white noise generator
- Product Dimensions: 2.25" x 4.75" x 1.00"

Product Includes:

- Detection Device Unit
- Telephone Line Adaptor
- Head Set
- 1-9 Volt Battery
- Quick start guide and instructions